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California Academy of Sciences

California Native Plant Society

CNPS Sacramento Chapter

CNPS Yerba Buena Chapter

Design Intent

Farallon Islands Foundation

Friends of the GGP Oak Woodlands

Friends of the Urban Forest

Golden Gate Audubon Society

Golden Gate Raptor Observatory

Greater Farallones National Marine Sanctuary

Habitat Potential

Institute for Bird Populations

Literacy for Environmental Justice

Livable City

Native Plant Conservation Campaign

Nature in the City

Presidio Trust

San Bruno Mountain Watch

Sutro Stewards

San Francisco City Family:

Department of Environment

San Francisco Water - Public Utility Commission

Port of San Francisco

SF Recreation and Parks - Natural Resources Division

San Francisco Airport (SFO)

San Francisco Estuary Institute

San Francisco League of Conservation Voters

San Francisco Park’s Alliance

San Francisco State University

San Francisco Urban Forestry Council

Save the Bay

Sierra Club

The Feminist Bird Club

The Nature Conservancy

The Pacific Coast Entomological Society

The Seed Fund

University of California San Francisco

Visitacion Valley Greenway

Xerces Society

Thank you for your amazing work and interest 

in the nature of the San Francisco peninsula!



Inspiration          collaboration           strategy            future

What’s YOUR vision for the future 

of nature in San Francisco?



Everybody’s heard about the bird (decline)?



Insect decline studies and 

predictions are even scarier!
Forty-one per cent of insect species have experienced decline in the last decade 

(pictured). Since 1990, butterfly numbers dropped by 27 per cent in farmland and by 

58 per cent in woodland and neonicotinoids has seen numbers of bees plummet



A very little history

The Ascent of humans
Humans co-evolved in the grasslands of the 

African savannah, go upright, becomes 

endurance runners

This precipitated a great migration, 

eventually into the new world 

beginning about 20,000 years ago

How Running Made Us Human

ENDURANCE RUNNING LET US 

EVOLVE TO LOOK THE WAY WE DO

BRAMBLE, LIEBERMAN 2004 NATURE PUBLISHING



First peoples to Bay Area 

found a paradise on earth

right here in ol’ Yerba Buena

Around the freshly formed bay,  food 

was abundant and the living was easy



The region was dominated by super productive 

grasslands, marshes and ancient Oak savannahs*

Fertile grasslands were 

encouraged with fire

*Carbon Sequestration was on a high



But then, something went terribly wrong!

New humans arrived, a few at first then, one year, 

hundreds of thousands:

• They brought axes and cut the Ancient Oaks

• They brought invasive annual grasses to feed 

domesticated animals from far away

• Reverted to arboreal ways 

• Property taxes were waived for those who 

replace grasslands with trees
• (SF Supervisors decision 1890’s)

• The military got involved

• They planted exotic trees everywhere, often 

bad trees in inappropriate places

• Said things like: “Any tree is a good tree”



Exotic plants were brought in from every Mediterranean 

and sub-tropical climate on the planet and quickly 

devoured the helpless natives 

The native grasslands were covered in plantations from 

the other side of the planet

They ate wildlife

Filled in bay marshes with monstrous machines

Egad! Mission Bay was destroyed

But then, something went terribly wrong!



Hey, wait a minute! That’s just plain silly!



OK, but the California Floristic Province

is still a very, very special place

Slovenian Hall

Biodiversity



California, a Natural Wonderland for sho’

• Lowest point in North America
• Death Valley's Badwater Basin -282 feet

• Highest Point in contiguous U.S.
• Mount Whitney +14,505 feet

• Highest Species Diversity of any state

• Three Desert regions: Mojave, Colorado, Great Basin

• 1500 Miles of shoreline

• PLANTS = 6,894  - more than 30% Endemic

• Tallest Tree in the World
• “Hyperion” Coastal Redwood  +380feet

• Largest Trees in the World
• “General Sherman Giant Redwood +52,500 Cubic Feet

• Oldest Trees in the world
• Bristlecone Pines in White Mountains +4,800 years old

• BIRDS = 671 Species, two endemic species

• MAMMALS = 221 species (181 Terrestrial, 40 Marine)

• Most National Parks by State



San Francisco peninsula and islands 

Our very special place

• Huge diversity of micro-ecosystems

• 468 Native Plants in SF County alone

• many wildflowers

• many more on the SF Peninsula!

• GGNRA: 35 “Threatened or Endangered” species
• NPS Ranger: “This is not a badge of honor”

Presidio clarkia

Clarkia franciscana

Western Snowy Plover

Charadrius nivosus

San Francisco Garter Snake

Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia

San Francisco Lessingia
Lessingia germanorum

“Hey! Me too!” 
- Farallon Islands



Nexus point for bird 

and insect migration

Over 500 bird species 

detected in SF County

Million + 

Waterbirds 

each winter



Why Biodiversity matters
"When one tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world."

—John Muir

• Life support: All life forms depend on well functioning 

ecosystems

• Ecosystems provide essential services such as food, air and 

water purification, pollination and recreational opportunities

• Resilience: All life giving ecosystems are deeply interconnected

• the more an intact ecosystem is altered by humans, 

the more vulnerable it is to changing conditions

• Novel ecological conditions precipitate unique populations 

through co-evolutionary processes, often endemic species

• Economy: Areas with higher biodiversity tend to experience 

more tourism and can provide significant economic benefits

Wrentit (Chamaea fasciata)Case Study: 



The state of Biodiversity in SF:

assessment and inquiry
“The past is our definition.  We may strive, 

with good reason, to escape it, or to escape 

what is bad in it. But we will escape it only by 

adding something better to it.”      Wendell Berry 



Landsat Satellite image

San Francisco has one of the highest densities of development in 

the U.S.
• Population/development pressures are very high

• Quality of life issues abound

Per capita one of the smallest natural areas of U.S. cities
• Mental health experts are united: RX = More Nature

• Of the 40-60% of vegetated area left, only a small fraction of 

that is indigenous plants – maybe 10% (?)

Assessment and inquiry: we’re dense!

How can we maximize biodiversity with the remaining vegetated areas?



“People from a planet without flowers would think we must be mad 

with joy the whole time to have the things about us” Iris Murdoch



Challenges: the Physical Environment

Climate Change: Biodiversity loss is a critical component of climate change issues

• Many of the climate change issues are human population levels, difficult to effect on scale

• Agriculture land demand and practices have a huge impact on biodiversity

• Green House Gases are being addressed, will efforts be soon enough?

Sea Level rise: 

• Wall it off? Super expensive and benefits are not very equitable

• Graceful retreat? Living shorelines and buffering marshes? Going to take major convincing

We all have a role to play 

locally to reduce human 

induced climate and 

biodiversity loss issues globally



Challenges: the Physical Environment
Restoration: putting Humpty-dumpty back together again: 

• restoration is difficult, usually expensive, rewards can be amazing!

• Lost Corridors and connections: biodiversity depends on flow which has largely been cutoff 



Challenges: the Physical Environment

“Holy microclimate Batman!”:

• our incredible diversity of climates and soil types, some, like serpentine, extra special

Younger

Older



Challenges: the Physical Environment

“Holy microclimate Batman!”:

• our incredible diversity of climates and soil types, some, like serpentine, extra special

SAN FRANCISCO PLANT COMMUNITIES 
 

Chaparral 

 

Coastal Scrub 

 

Dunes 

 

Grassland/Prairie 

 
Riparian 

 

Oak Woodland 

 



Challenges: the Physical Environment

The built environment: 

• Buildings, walls and fences create canyon-like conditions that were uncommon on 

the peninsula

• Balancing community security and safety concerns with natural elements

• Exotic and contaminated soils, especially along the Bayshore

• Green Roofs and Walls are one solution to adding biodiversity





Challenges and definitions: the Cultural Environment

Shifting Baseline Syndrome: 

• loss of cultural connection to our natural heritage 

• Many in community no longer associate nature with city living 



Devil’s Slide, San Mateo County

Myths to overcome: West SF a “barren” wasteland?



Defining “native”: 

• California “native” plants - native to

someplace in super biodiverse California

• Probably not from local genetic stock

• may well be cultivars

• might grow OK here, or not

• Probably are drought resistant, or not

• Probably ignores co-evolutionary relationships

• May confuse and/or frustrate consumers

Naming our ecologies has it’s own problems: “Franciscan”?

Challenges, definitions: the Cultural Environment

California Native Plants = 6,894

San Francisco Native Plants = 468 



Greenwashing: some clever marketing to suss out

• Some fairly obvious such as: Fossil Fuel Companies advertising breeching whales

• Some, more difficult to detect:

• Inserting words such as “Biodiversity” or “greening” in statements, instead 

of actual agency level policy actions 

• “Audubon” certified golf courses – who knew they are not affiliated with 

conservation advocates National Audubon or Audubon Societies

• “Green” product branding: takes a little work to get beyond the adverts

Challenges and definitions: the Cultural Environment



The “cides”: Death by a thousand cuts  - available at your local store

• Rodenticides

• Secondary poisonings

• Insecticides

• A standard gardener practice

• Herbicides in casual use 

• Is banning practical?

• Use only by certified and permitted?

• Ironic twist: some of these products are used as a last resort by trained 

professionals to deal with super bad actors  - especially on islands

Challenges: the Cultural Environment



Pet issues: SF has one of the highest pet ownership rates in the nation

Challenges: the Cultural Environment

• Outdoor cats kill at least 1 Billion wild birds 
annually in the U.S.

•Well fed cats kill birds too

•It isn’t just birds: reptiles, amphibians, 
mammals, insects

• Outdoor pet food may attract problem 
animals: rats, raccoons, opossums

• Off leash dogs sometimes chase birds
•Shorebird impact is especially high



Social inequalities and environmental justice issues
• Most of the natural open space is near the wealthiest communities

• Wealthier neighborhoods put more resources into their local parks

• Most of the environmental hazards are concentrated in low income neighborhoods

• Tenants 60%, homeowners 40%

• How do we motivate the landlords to participate?

Challenges and definitions: the Cultural Environment



A sobering trend in new development landscaping:

• emphasize insect, people and pet resistance

• ignore eco-community relationships

• Are usually sterile and uniform

• No butterflies, no bees, no birds

“Might as well be plastic”

Exotic plants are starving our wildlife



Landscape Design Aesthetics

Un-wilding the West: 
Since the American Victorian era a  

clean and orderly neo-colonialism 

has played out in parks, backyards 

and developments 

Without malice but also without 

thought towards native biodiversity. 

How do we unite design 

with use of native plants?



Landscape Design Aesthetics
“With property ownership comes the responsibility to choose plants wisely. 

The days when we could choose a plant just because it’s pretty in the 

garden are over. When we make that choice, we choose ecological 

destruction. 

Native plants are bird feeders. If we plant natives, we’ll have birds, 

butterflies, and native bees in our gardens.” 

Doug Tallamy, Entomologist

Let’s move planting 

criteria towards a more 

biodiverse future



Why native plants are better:
Native trees host far more caterpillars and other beneficial insects than non-natives

This tiny Chickadee parent collects 6,000 to 9,000 

caterpillars, to raise one brood of babies

Comparison of insect species who host on 

native vs. non-native trees

Non-Native trees:

Eucalyptus – 5

Gingko – 0 

Crepe myrtle – 0

Natives trees:

Oak – 270 

California lilac – 117 

Currants - 120

This California Thrasher has a co-evolutionary bond 

with California Coffeeberry, Frangula californica



Why grow SF native plants?

• They are beautiful and full of life

• They are perfectly adapted to our 

climate and soils

• Low or no irrigation once 

established

• Little maintenance once 

established

• No fertilizer requirements

• No pesticides required



What’s the problem with native species?

#1 Non-native species!



Vectors: where are they coming from?
• Wholesale Landscape supply:

• Landscape architects and designers

• Professional gardening industry

• Retail gardening industry

• Primary purveyors to the public 

• City Nurseries 

• For Parks and DPW

• To the public through plant sales

• “Garden Escapes” into natural areas



Whose putting plants in the ground in SF?

City Family: SFPUC, RPD, DPW, Planning Department, Port of SF

State: Caltrans, State Park

Federal: GGNPS

Universities and Colleges: Education and land stewards

Non-profit groups: Nature in the City, LEJ, GGAS, Park’s Alliance (many), 

Visitacion Valley Greenway

Benefit Districts: East Cut, Dogpatch /Potrero

Developers: Landscape Architects, designers

Landscapers, Professional Gardeners

Residential – Backyards!



Questions: Daylighting, priorities, pragmatism 

and the art of compromise

• “Trees, trees, beautiful trees”

• Should we explore the truth about carbon 

sequestration systems?

• Do strong cultural bonds to large, beautiful 

plants trump local Biodiversity?

• Can local native trees and arboreal shrubs 

adapt to the built environment as well as 

exotics?

Native perennial       Annual exotic

On Native Perennials: 

“Those root systems stored a 

crap load of carbon. Also they 

foster microbiomes that store 

more”  Charles C. Mann 2016



Questions: harm reduction
Should a Biodiversity index for all of the plants being 

purchased or planted by the city and/or provided through 

landscapers and retail outlets be developed?

Should we provide a list of exotic invasive plants we believe 

the city should ban?

SF has a very good IPM strategy but many other toxins are 

readily available at retail stores: 

How should we address concern about retail availability 

of rodenticides and herbicides?

Overuse of fertilizers can cause algal blooms and unnaturally 

high levels of nutrients on land and in the water. We 

temporarily lost at least one plant species because of this. 

Is this an SF issue?

Irrigation water treated with chloramine kills almost all 

aquatic life and most insects.

Should we warn people about using treated water?

Suaeda californica California seablite

Un-extirpated in SF



Priority species?

Should we develop a list of priority species?

Should we put more energy into bringing back extirpated 

or threatened species, or those on the brink?

Abundant

Common

Uncommon

Rare

Extirpated

Extinct

Time to bring back the City Bird?



Questions: Practical practices and policies:

With so little native biodiversity remaining, how should we focus our 

energies?

• How worried should we be about losing genetic integrity of native 

flora? 

• Should we be OK with non SF Bay Area or “California natives”? 

Cultivars? 

• With almost 500 SF natives why would we need those?

Supply Side: Currently there are very few local natives being grown 

by some very cool but under resourced native plant nurseries

• Should the city assist local native plant nurseries?

• Should the city nurseries be growing only (or mostly) local 

natives?

• Is it practical to contract wholesale growers to grow out the most 

common species?



Questions: Perspective and considerations

The area’s human population has never been higher, straining communities sense of 

balance. Lack of access to nature is a big concern for the health of the community.

Open spaces: it is rare for open spaces to be returned to nature once they have been 

developed. 

• How do we address the lack of access, especially in the less affluent neighborhoods 

where there is chronically low access to natural areas?

Novel approaches for increasing vegetated space in urban areas are on the increase. 

Bio-swales, green roofs and walls, living shorelines

Development: Anti-development administrations are almost never elected. Only those that 

are more or less inclined. Additional development is certain. 

• How do we encourage developers and landscape industry to embrace biodiversity?

• Are voluntary enticements going to be effective?

• Is regulation feasible?



Questions: Perspective and considerations
Biodiversity is a critical component of climate change issues: 

How do we put more resources into building resilience into what is left?

The Biodiversity Movement is global and an important cultural moment:

How do we get the SF community to be informed and inspired by it?

What practical programs and solutions we can suggest to city leaders for better 

effecting and promoting local Biodiversity?

There are many basic ideas about Biodiversity we all agree on: 

Is it beneficial and practical to form a coalition or better for each individual and 

organization to act independently for the cause?

Is it a good idea to have annual or periodic SF or local Biodiversity Festival? 

Who could run such an event?



• Louisville, Kentucky



Momentum: 

• The Biodiversity Movement is global in scale and California is catching the bug

• The City Family is recognizing and activating for local Biodiversity
• Highly rated Integrated Pest Management policies

• Department of Environment oversees one of the best waste management programs 
in the country

• The SF Board of Supervisors passed a Biodiversity Resolution in April 2018
• City Commissions voted in favor of the Resolution with an emphasis on equity
• City agencies formed a Biodiversity Work Group to analyze policies
• Agencies reported back and are pursuing policy changes to improve biodiversity

• The San Francisco Weed Management Area has received recent funding

“The vision of the City's Biodiversity Program is that San Francisco is a place where our local 
biodiversity thrives in climate-resilient ecosystems that integrate healthy native wildlife and plant 
habitats throughout our city’s physical environment, connecting ALL San Franciscans to nature daily 
and inspiring stewardship of our unique natural heritage in every neighborhood.”



Developing a strategy: Comps

• Vancouver, B.C.: striving to be the most biodiverse city on earth
• Rewilding Vancouver, Vancouver Park Board, July 2014

• Surrey County, B.C.
• Biodiversity Conservation Strategy, Diamond Head Consulting, January 2014

• Tucson, AZ
• native’s only policy on all new developments

• Louisville, Kentucky
• 100 miles of natural areas ring the city – mostly privately financed

• New York City, N.Y.
• Biodiversity Assessment Handbook, American Museum of Natural History, 2013

• State of California
• California Biodiversity Initiative and Roadmap, September 2018

• Santa Clara Valley
• Urban Design Guideline, H.T. Harvey, February 2018
• Making Nature’s City, building urban diversity, SF Estuary Institute, July 2019

Hint: we’re not at the forefront



Scaling Biodiversity-Friendly Communities
Achieving systemic change by scaling up from personal & local actions

System

Local

Government, Industry
Policy change, supply-chain shifts

Partnerships
Comprehensive plans, strategy shifts

Sites
Strategic demonstration areas

Personal, Individual
Deeper commitments, greater 

visibility

Outreach to 

Community Groups

& key individuals

Identify key parcels
Public and Private: corridors, significant 

areas, extending to backyards

Diversify Partnerships!!
Environmental Justice groups, NPS, 

City Family, Neighborhoods, 

Conservation Science organizations

Public land stewards,

Developers, Landscape Industry
Policy changes: regulatory and voluntary

Adapted from National Audubon’s Becoming a Plant PRO for Birds



Collaboration is essential!

• Naturally, all of us! 

• Neighborhood benefit groups

• Governance: all levels, regulatory agencies

• Conservation community scientists, environmental advocates

• Schools: Elementary to University – build in biodiversity curriculum

• Landscape companies: wholesale growers, nurseries, architects, designers, 

gardeners, retail outlets

• Developers have key role to play and need to know the rules in advance

• Corporations – many want to help, a few are giving big



Case Study:

a regional approach in SoCal

The Calscape Nursery Program includes 15 water agency, city, and nonprofit partners 

helping nurseries in the Orange County and Long Beach regions to overcome barriers with 

California native plants while driving consumer demand.

Native planting guides provide regionally appropriate plant lists and design ideas.

Programs that provide residents the opportunity to replace parkways with California 

native plant kits

Native plant workshops help customers learn how to be successful with California native 

plants.

Signage and educational resources for turf-to-native direct install program, NatureScape.

Free Nursery Training, online professional development and certificate for nursery staff

Resources for nurseries to drive the consumer pipeline



Case Study:

a regional approach to Biodiversity in SoCal



Biodiversity Tools and Resources
iNaturalist (California Academy of Sciences)

Birds (as indicator species)

• eBird (Cornell Labs)

• Golden Gate Audubon Society

• Christmas Bird Count

• Snowy Plover study

• Black Oystercatcher study

• Point Blue

• Pacific Shorebird Study

• Urban Biodiversity Inventory Framework (Collaborative) 



iNaturalist Project: San Francisco Native Ecosystems 



NEW CNPS-Yerba Buena Biodiversity SF Central: 

http://cnps-yerbabuena.org/biodiversity/

• Facts and statistics about biodiversity 

• Historical links and documentation

• Links to biodiversity inventory tools

• Comparable area strategies and policies

• Links to SF and area policy resources

• The Charter of City of SF Charter

• Native Plant resources and lists:

• “Locally Significant Plants of San Francisco” 

• Calscape

• Calflora

• SF Plant Finder

SF Weed Management Strategic Plan

• Priority Invasive Weed list

Biodiversity Tools and Resources

http://cnps-yerbabuena.org/biodiversity/


Biodiversity Tools and Resources
PLEASE JOIN IN THE CONVERSATION @ https://groups.io/g/BiodiversitySF

A forum for issues related to: 

• General Biodiversity issues and information

• Announcements of area meetings related to Biodiversity: agency and community

• Educational opportunities about Biodiversity

• Restoration and habitat change events 

• Announcements of area meetings about Biodiversity: agency and otherwise

An invitation will be sent to all registrants of this event

Please share, signups also available from CNPS-Yerba Buena site

https://groups.io/g/BiodiversitySF


Opportunities to effect public policy come up all the time



Altered for more than 250 years - “It is what it is”

What be our biodiverse legacy 250 years from now?

What can WE do for the future San Francisco area in 2020 to:

 Honor this unique natural heritage

 Assure resilience of our biodiversity

 Improve functionality and expand our 

remnant ecosystems



San Francisco Biodiversity: Vision 2020 Survey

What’s the number one barrier to improving biodiversity in San Francisco?

_____ Funding _____ Public/Awareness of the problem

_____ Climate Change _____ Lack of local policies

_____ Habitat loss _____ My dang boss

_____ Staffing _____ What barriers?  We ARE improving 

_____ New Development Biodiversity

Other__________________________________________________

Thanks for participating!



Please share your ideas with all of us for 

improving Biodiversity



Inspiration          collaboration           strategy            future

What’s YOUR vision for the future of San Francisco?



PLEASE JOIN IN THE CONVERSATION @ https://groups.io/g/BiodiversitySF

A forum for issues related to: 

• General Biodiversity issues and information

• Announcements of area meetings related to Biodiversity: agency and community

• Educational opportunities about Biodiversity

• Restoration and habitat change events 

• Announcements of area meetings about Biodiversity: agency and otherwise

An invitation will be sent to all registrants of this event

Please share, signups also available from CNPS-Yerba Buena site

SF Biodiversity Vision 2020

Take aways

https://groups.io/g/BiodiversitySF


SF Biodiversity Vision 2020

Take aways
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“What do they got we ain’t got?” Courage?

“You’re living in a city, get over it!”

“Native Schmative”

Biodiversity in Urban areas is often dismissed

No, mostly it’s open space, but also awareness



What do we got we ain’t got? Plenty!

SF Bay: Hemispheric Importance

Pacific Ocean: a true wilderness and one of the most productive oceanic 
systems on earth

Motivated community members and government agencies

Biodiversity: a global movement born out of loss and climate concerns

This is totally doable!



Practical practices and policies:

many questions to answer

With so little native biodiversity remaining, how 

should we focus our energies?

How worried should we be about losing genetic 

integrity of native flora? 

Should we be OK with non SF Bay Area or 

California natives? Cultivars? With almost 500 

SF natives why would we need those?



“I am at two with nature.”

Woody Allen

Adaptations and Resilience



The Good News

But wait! Hope is not lost!

Restoration and re-creation works! Often times in fabulous ways

Plus there are nearly intact historical heritage remnants

these can often be expanded through successional planning

Endangered plant populations can be brought back

Huge thanks to SF restoration heroes!



Define the Problem 

Describe the Solution 

• The state bird will no longer have suitable 

habitat to breed and feed

• People will travel out of state to see this bird 

– Result: loss of jobs, tourist dollars, less 

species variability   

• Pass a PRO where [your state] commits 

to planting only native species by [year]  

• Keep jobs, attract visitors, increase 

investment







Build Your Native Plant Coalition

• Combine your resources with other people 

and groups

• Your reach will be exponential 

• Reach out to organizations, businesses, 

legislators, volunteers, residents, Audubon 

state offices & more

• Diversify, Diversify, Diversify

There Is Strength in Numbers 



Interpretative Map of 

Mesozoic Era: 

Late Jurassic ~150 MYA

Abundant Dinosaurs

…some become birds

A brief look back…before the delta…

a very young California, geologically speaking



Mammuthus columbi 
(Columbian mammoth)

Camelops 
(Western 
camel)

Irvingtonian Landscape by Artist: Laura Cunningham

Canis irvingtonensis 
(ancestral coyote)

Mammut 
(Mastodon)

Megalonyx 
(ground 
sloth)

Tetrameryx
(Four-pronged antelope)

Smilodon 
(Sabertooth cat) Equus scotti

(North American horse )



Quaternary Period Pleistocene Epoch 1.7 MYA  - 11,700 YA

•Repeated glaciations and associated sea level changes

•Most modern bird species present

•~560,000 YA Southern uplifting created new drainage for Lake Corcoran

•Humans migrate to the Americas by 19 KYA

•Widespread extinctions of mega-fauna and some bird species

~700 KYA ~18 KYA ~15 KYA



California: Late 

Pleistocene - ~ 15,000 YA

Wisconsin glacial maximum period

Today’s Farallon islands 



The California Floristic Province


